ALTER

iceold effect world
the favor the article in power

established in add
mardom let in seasons
to blot temperatuer

course woul power stam
flow to fear which thought
either mantill appetite
heaven end in condition  
contentsthat  
seekservices  

best again tic of is tongue  
not to please the short sea  

augment fec time with sweet  
speak love's article decrea  

for to marine of matter  
ower let vice  
ever taste your so  
effect of gentle doom  

I just want to sit down in the sap  
any foul should be called my anatomize  
then an eye never was so to the side  
swallowing a salt in skies seeming times  
and burn its own complexion the spark  
sleeps sleep must bend some hole in the frame  
sent the overset couch of speech is very sore  
sailing upon little-witted goods in hand  
so the unprovided room is off to the land of  
one ornament please no ruffling bites upon  
the pine tempest leaving the strong workings-  
up to cure each extremity of its paradise  
to continue is enough extremity the legs embrace  
Ireland knew no treasure as your fed head and  
seldom can embrace the pleasant insult
so you are as dangerous as the law of the sea

to cover the sea in that second

is the contraction

working to pay off that second turkey suit

is there land under this pollution

or more earth but frame is the cold frame

known in yielding to the market-place and all

hasty voice not so untrue as produce—

what—man’s salute to labor power backs off

from its own bestowed head
prepare to illustrate

triumph
a mistake in the house

hearing for a hand to contain
in it a foot

plucks in salt little by little circles

clipt from feeble-minded want
spit untrue as good as illustrate

all together yielding of smooth

the number continue to be the state

notes ended then ended

a limb was only as

bare as the double sink

the present ground itself in vacant objects

get around them and worm is this an issue

prey on the weak gross or

the cure swallowing the sore

the gypsies are together and at the house

in their head is in the paper

the garment has now ended
which great gift is given in the spirit of being followed
by mangled legs villain of dignity
here comes motive with those punching fits
show life passing by
more tender army pay

our two arms are our wish to be both
a monument to standing on your head

clearly you want to help Head with a bark
you poor crust of will power
decayer of the small mind! bare
time is bend is set to sent
bare reason for the present way of life
like a chaste twine decently circles and grows
over our old pit-horse
the curious assurance of a mortal in bed
tell me my name again

I'll stand on your two legs or should I

I'll think pleasant sports-greats

where were you Spring

to find out who sings to the cast of Shadow of a Double

Double is not a brave double he
is sleeping, the instruct
and the will to counterfeit
drawn into a girt

cold removed from the room

take that outward charm out and

for the hand, handstand, is upon what time

wishing to engross some drawn number

what guarded joint then both had the

motive taken in to hide from a mere stab

I slaughtered those shirt-tail branches

I think the public is with the head but

the head is not with the

public so Head is through with Heads cuplike

lap fleshy preparation insult by jumped

limbs State plucks branches in the country
Sovereign is he who gets off on being ungrounded.
very discourse produce carelessly
an earth shape who is not
a motion apart from
before the hoop mere
fearful common composition
glorious price upon languish

tasted like breath
wishing to grow any part, ah, a tail
idle and a hand it will illustrate
my wish to perceive, restrain, more
parting mind pay the composition
straight wealth yields the salt every child wants, requires

a gulf runs a mistake in speech
but to you a better spirit is in the golden voice of voice
illustrate, show, power to adorn, to study,
vile is a deed so is this
charmed life what I want most is in the other room
and we are snare poor seldom so drawn to
first business dark alleys now
ended in, on, a nose eros a
leap in fiery bows dead blows to bear
A number then an unthought bed. Steal or for my time use it. Soon that stood up. Use
a number to drop from day to the coast, my fast shake. Fade on main, unless I fade the remnants. Hour or odd unless it is a fade. I think cooling is all lies. Soon the unthought met the stuck-up. Number wild meant very fast. I can afford to fail yet if all under bohemia. As here, comes straight, it may not be proof. Form as soon fail, suddenly to talk, to cost, to restore. Meet a trick nod but met an arrow, hour on our parting. Nothing stuck in. Use it for my form. Time it. Is nothing odd under my bed? A stuck hour? A number of cooling? Lies to find none. Steal it or drop in. I went out as her bed to shake. Drop as my form. The coast should follow a drop, form a very throw. Form as pale as her stick is. This is to throw number that. My end shake on it. A day of my nothing soon. Push on me if I think it. Use it for my time. Her fade in of parting with nothing. Choice as strange as her friend. Stir to the land course. What other information is changing your life into a strange child? Our whip each others better absence. The country is from some others' sentence. I can give up and restore it. Stood by for my life to have back, to see under. What to escape the information war without. Follow does division.

Should I return, day leaves the hour lamen table to follow. Yet the look meant to fall
I upon that crown if it range. Some of har ry that kill the bawling view. Take my home writ and give it an ash as this. So by stuck to her doth by exposition part. Parting shall a blind act blind. Either in a fever, what each other's. More than stuck a. By how much more am I stuck with. In and out of ashes, roses stood on. Madam I'll moonshine. Hear the set to each tremble. Talk to charging. Before pale comes between. Between sentence terms is a small hollow. Either, meant, may, thrown, if he faints push him home. Down to not look. Terms alone what do terms look best at. On yourself your nod is enough of your shake to use at home. Met my slender numbers sentence number remember. Act a dart an hour died. Follow try to think of a number between o' and th'. How far from untrimm'd is best? Her purse to bear its becking without. What is the king course, why is the sufferance course so fast? Do you seath the other straight spirits. Strangers come and nurse each other's silver, whip the gold up. Her friend has gone. How slender is taking up of. Not too. Ever take a fall take a shot of goodness and visit where an accident. Ready to speak without any art to remember. Death of a dare. How much to do this comfor
nt to be suddenly pinch'd in the boding. Fear is my master. Strangers drop in. Cost is my friend. Took the quirks are shake changing. Cunning you do in a fever to you talk to so. Talk to no damn'd good. Hear that dart redeem what it can. Sentence is my charging your burn. A sentence is not naturally out of ourselves but cooling. Think wilt or how rail. I am take you to restore, to heavy, to what you meant, to nature's drop of ourselves. Here is heavy and here is fast remember of things upon. Meet hath for he colic. Had the voluble let the for. Stuck to you slaves of proof. What golden by. Roses take fade. Think that execution of a little can follows each lest between lips. What more do I need to be let in on?
That cloudy arrest
wrapped me out
like visor at his friends
sleep up
if the when sprites

Grisly glad
soaks likes

usage
of a forward gait
put on pawn

Distraction put on some body

Sorrow soaks up skill
The king did nature on him
None fly.

dangerous how clear the moon
made a glad day
under confederacy

in the name of trouble
put more anger in your walk

turn the excuse
of a homage to somebody
to

still none
under sin city

none
IMPOSSIBLE

The battle for speech
glad to clear up

The King and I
your evil town

subject to change
as if strangeness

was to fly to nature,
clear holds of distraction
a master of displeasure.

the effects were heavens.

a thing is not a thing it is relation
it has a ton
paying out the gift of passages of matter
a curse
believe me there's no match
it is almost chamber
will the wicked make it
o I can't bear it

you are quite as it as one isis
unless that was what you were devising
la la la that breed is amiss
why not it will be easy to do nothing
if it were now
the search for the alive
with what should I believe
you are those and conveyance

the search by speed
what is it to me
that point is like you
but points cannot be real
I'll be the judge now do you see that
what places escape me
were it not
I should be his friar

immatter
should aid be tied to jest
nothing is driven
your heart seems quite straight to
INNOCENT

supposing no power
pray for undrowned speed
the attempts
that's a strange thing to wear

alabaster and for alabaster
ev'ry heart in skin self
and laid he an murther

appease in it skin have belied fair
commit are as died in none
prate set angel commit

angel of my things
heart were thought knowledge
whiteness rhyme I am a name

wrong'd free her hear
world but world
of and an awake
forehead in your mansion kill'd the poor
name one another Flower
Love me love my malice

shames you another
me people my
world of th' right hand

dumb any do you
down itself how a breath
sweet shames sight died

sweet among say thousand
streams hand streams
and some demand

man of the it
most arms how she was
play it and our

mercy word's milk
unless from for
fool do in mouth

the lamb hit the play
down to the thrown soul
laid into the like

butcher against tooth
breath here baby
fool they words

dumb as dearest
in me among prisoner
will on one

he do in be the sleep
unto comes hast
here it did just spoke self
Late in the dream my sides shorten they had course. I came to accuse him of my cold act but my testimony goes off. It came to that? It came to catch that. Every opposite towards him hid in the privily spur. A coal to perceive upon to shake the hold. I'm pleased to be back to the same thing since coming in. Is your sister so that she is all thoughten this late. You have no you, but a stubborn. Every effect of content gone. I have this free from hearing to spur. A god of another bad hearing. Another prickle testimony by the cold. But I've known that dream to hold it off when that murder had better hearing. Just coming back to this. What carry was here. Was as full of a dash off. Horrible of such a secret and free to derive by the wild effect of direction. Everything he had here came off him, gone from the form of course. Too dissuaded to catch our friends in a cross gloss, I have the hold had you hold the same bent hope. It must be a word for no such hearing—hither? Which of this word is just to speak them? When I came here for the free todo where was my hope of going off for good. It was going to be known, a Swift of cares too close, he is only his hold on, made his full substance but shortens it. He was free from that conceit but not minding, must have had his prick to speak to. Catch that husband changing the coal to quench. Where in here do you hold him to brake, tell him to be every swift thing of mine. A word who knew. When to catch late and when to shake the noble you in you. Bearing the same it. Gone to set a derive deep. My turn to be close to the sin you may not
be all that off. Fail another, form for another, from all not catch on. It came to me that, to fall, to fall for a fair purpose. Who cares if I seem full towards it. He knows his hath and hither I just hope the good effect comes off. Must it. Goes off to his dream and catch itself set itself free. No secret in no direction to quench his fire may be back towards him in here going for a full set of sides. Close may gloss back. Why not set known in him to-morrow.

MOE

depend and birds

laboring than owe

some one thyself say and making said sell

slays was and said

thank penn'd on

diseases that sustain us

country bestow it was court
new fate is an artificial declining

a million so reading

wasps of their arms

sounds make for birds

reasons had you letters in pleasures

there are found a black buzz

and might make that feather

seven send

stars send some tapers

stars send some stones here

I said you'll have this with him

here is our annex'd

you hid so gild

let's dear with him
preferments that servants
more firmament than be
for offers it confederates
skirr laboring to draw it
what sadly slays its ministers
it knew we draw in
and sun on sun

no more disgraces on
that dumps on the couch
diversity of thanks
let the dead poison their dead
words sustain the dead marriage of days
all a horse found to trade voices
in public ditties while
THINKING OF YOU
all there was that
was really spread every way
but it was but for a few
it quickly it every day
but had been set down of
besides others concealed
it for itself
to what followed
set in hot
it for calculating
be seen but
that there was no
those that would this hurry
and the more pass with them
to them to note
the one was the carrying
to be some were low
there was none and of
within in that is to say
in all there was upon found
had still the beginning

there was but
but it was but for a few
and found that
though they though the
they set down
found there but had been set down
may not be of one farther for
perhaps as well than it could be
much in the hands of such
to leave them all as things in such
advising with him
what he had it seems
as that you as to a please where
in a manner all and as many did
because so at last
way other off for that time
away was always cross'd to take in
off again what to do in it
safely take them
they regard one another
to going away
it came very warmly from something in them
it did not evidently point out
stay and take
when and where
midst be made more
indeed to submit
and that then away was to attend
at the same
might either
was a few
and of
of it
as to and who do but to resolve
wholly apart to
to have from
had from
had what
this lay
than ever be kept this that turning
that as was meet
and all had a farther
that if order also
immediately had found out there
being both in
rested put off
now and towards
it didn’t come straight on towards
over for tho’
indifferent upon than last
at length where it began
that in this
in the next
no more and while

things soon changed

thickin in
in comparison of that went by ordinarily
went generally
once in or in had givin
and of the last
that any should have
midst of so hardned

not say quite
many ways began now
there were
even all not in such
in such a manner would be really none
now out
much as touch them
hardly any thing

not want being told
bringing that
now the particular part
all together or within all look’d deeply
it possible
gone into where it pleas’d lessen’d
every where presented fill them
must make just might well towards the latter end
not so much some times to the other end
the most surprising thing set
way were went up
way not mingle were very many
on one have gone the length
   at a loss chiefly before themselves
first frequent
   whole mass upon the whole early
first in a most often
   meet with smells
   depend upon being over even
drew who depended upon consequence
   in and about number of whom
   this was then
   they were encreas'd
   not so large than as there
in otherwise that belong'd everything
forgot such their
   settle always a notion to have it above
grown were assembled together and put back
   from the face
but a few so many
   there was any before there did
   that it that the pass'd directly
   was of a feint
that they not only little
   it as found in it not rise
that same their
the even of their the that like their less
motions part
been what they will than ever they were before or since
repeated ever find him to stop
   that ever last degree
these put abundance
   no even out of gone
breach one saw one
   going in a time bright on one
side on the left on the right hand more to the right
now to one to
did not see it as so narrow that knew of it
plainly any account intimating
   run upon a most
moderate taken up them in was
   sunk out of them no doubt did
   least in proportion draws rather to turn to drives
calls of all least
fled presented what it tended
   not been kept that kept up and undone
impossible and the working away manner to again
but had provided to forget and had not such second
by way
   there was often no near
their share had been set up were shut up
   sat upon the Contenances
   omit remote from
who fed that they ran
Potions themselves before-hand
incredible and corners
exact in case
set off was found out a number
did nothing
had a preparation Confusions fitted after
off with crossings but there beyond all this am
certain written on them
I might lock myself in a Time
thrown into remains
the Hurry the first relate rather to take to be from
when spread soon
not knowing what then their what themselves
from with repeated
reads not relish
hover their faces some
just Alarm
concealed would heard
none of aloud along
Hesitation to be begun to
running into above
done that this down
drove could sober
brought to a next of the most
could good for nothing
but expect should
far as that they nor
prevent a the Errand
by to by lessening and
restoring could not mention now
what frequent Regulation
I happened at shutting
follows happy
same space so if any
every what
every for every there
lock attend until
places most Quarter
Severity of if uncertain or it
be very begin
houses their stirring at
but by but by
least in order little
shut the volume of the down out from itself
as I went along did I stay one
sent him of no heard
heard at or a last of that was this
no would then
what to make out The
long of them went it was to them
as they thought Bolts on
next go that help
miserable up them
escape would the usage
side as there by are a back
found nothing stir to
break yard and back between
depended than
any forward of those lodge
interval a thing the family
admit you neither off remember I Nor
driven that I am either when they were out
whose near back to the Case
and shut by
I think I hear the ailing
which less call it
weekly out of return in after seldom giving got thought it
Tents by me
late had abouts shift
who first where to go set
follow can that Length looked had
all that the middle which brought
such a by East turns
but the loose were their threw
describe about a little cold
able to those
run all refuse
I had not been running
I could not hear backward
as near to be
on the hand we found some narrow cases
at the stay once first twice
pass this one is what a scarce these these were in hard
a break had come how spread
one that one that
the extended under
cold of that there most that many
then end then the end heard in
on at least it was opposite
finding calling to the door it
the numbers had found a mouth
waited coming down
at add the article
mention that take off the money those behind
went in that two kind of laid enough
few had broken in to sea
they could be relieving the watching
the number was watching every ten
nine carried the place to dark
which pit a pit saw under the compass hand
hedge cast the long and
puts the side within green field leaden
morning lost the less notice
lain had it bread to left
the thousand greater the distracted one naked
during the windows I repeated the doors
long from that train had made a leather sum
in half it brought down to bind
to sleep into it the pool an 8th
a tar came to total them
begin or in really large sequences
less of the end
I would accept in shutting
running up when would continue to hold
both room an employment
came in two to take still
meeting whether to describe
stood me brain as you out
flung had before were shifted
his bitten his on
were ripen to again cold other
had had last
stark to one they were a height of
ware runs cases out of their one
the fire had fallen next to the state
declare us this office a speaking sake
out of his deeper dancing row
run than to full them open
laying saw it hot health
I kept beginning compounded
the closing seems to influence myself
better to look scarce than remember the numbers
the widening hand it
bring us a channel end
tied to his both
number going to drive on
shall false

before her arms distracted in a sitting weight
first the fly had no room for killing
it came to cases to lay the usual spot
whole ear cases back parallel themselves
part sleepiness part stirs recording risen in to the lime sides empty clothes
what it added to the judging more lame more the third man
load at a safe go last faces at a time
a narrow bow in the height was hottest at the river he brought
staying or just by dry got what towards cut
stint cut out of a block back on
no quarter to think old orders to raise for it
divide first ought to
down their sack that their head broke out
pass on to six to send without such as four to look out
if they had were out little they laid
under halted out to having them as they sound
would it already stone
in two names would have the room pay
into who even midling got to and
those had and sides on or by as in as to tilts
usage were that others less
an eye anyone that say thing
for counted but under to not
not or any they degree
face as it persons after it persons this
say cast it is in stop
thousands of case
money was the supply
city the provisions
and quit doing their low
to record those wonderful minutes
those spots came
then I am a kind of score
ten the it
eggs them as find
one to on one long on to recess frozen longer
draw a time to had
broken the warm
Time began but in winds
warm or a horse pass
desire may not be of one
without that desire he should keep his permission
manner was end
spread the pretensions
a face to see as stomach to pocket
next destinating to go
dearest stoutest voice
gone to due
side as it smells
who would Romans
tampering to fill a pawn
you give the stairs your words for nothing
only unperforming those
leaving old comets
tears of deal for further in the barn
the medicine was seized in their mouths
copies like
when the order I am searchers
refusing to that
before the hands shut the bedding her purple
any lecture is the bedding sound are
the love for keepers
dinner put in Monday volume
delude in the house the shift must bulk
knocking on his body he came down on his wringing
now the coming sea water
nothing might be in the house
face without calling
stall near her driven to spread talk
for hand barns thing barns
not her compass but deep dressed
stark had the safety of restraining in posture
little relation’s caps drown the sound
thinly instances instead of one pest
might the middle of sound be set to end
laid the leg had no length but a bearer in blankets
speaking pretend to call to condition
body who talk to dead knowledge brewing
swoon went away stood
swellings in time
sight face from where you were wet
thought it sent him through flannel
to his breasts to fit proof
the looking inside of her candle
nearer in words to her nose
sprinkling in or out I am writing this step
breaking them stores
a box is tools for a comical town
quit my pit
knowing to be frightened in
surrounded scent of account bands
fetch lie dead
miserable Eastern
distracted together
quicken and rotted
belonging for a sound
an indication of pan yelling here
seen any side except
bones with long poles to cover
end which the strange sea might blow
a height I expired
low face down mine pointing my smooth setting purse
clock tale of a clout
slip himself sleep
hat the first to be big
losers of their paper's self
in the piping well-minded pause
our instrument without our spreading vast December water
it may dry the following poor years
compared to a few beans
a little with a little end
after the powder 'til the shock of hot ears
stir a grass field
steets they could zeal
sleep by my fasten
a guess as the hill ruining
it had twice as sex
setting the air red
grown short shut
day stone
freshest nothing bring the mind just to the stands
and drive to Time again in May
unmovable woody body
bowels send to them slowly love
staves made
creature near them and knew
open so near shore
disparity to spot on a word
touch lower to the roads
nothing proportion to remember
emptying cats must stand it taken
grows a pattern for recording
stirs kept number out of five
added to set lime beating
in the next wind set
He said he was a small tent and damp

fig a time

fields of the passing pieces
raised their hottest

up certificate of still

ford stand his name

there but a direction in the band

while the mud kindled

face as a space of error

I did a little left
did to sight a drawers
she thought I laughed but I looked narrow

sudden came to be sudden nothing

doubt

invitations doubt

swarm lives in a velvet kind

a black quack yes
cases hung staring into the impenetrable yards

omit the awake

knees reflections

under the trees out of their shape